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Curators Welcome, Katy Orkisz
I welcome attendees to enjoy the installation and performance brought together for Ruptures; Between the
City and the Art World. Please take advantage of the refreshments kindly provided by our sponsors, and utilize
the plentiful opportunities to network. I would like to say
a few words about the context of the conference held at
the Association of British Insurers:
From my curatorial perspective and in the context of the
boardroom, the work of Jesse Darling, JKNET, Paul Maheke, Maryam Monalisa Gharavi, Raju Rage and Takeshi
Shiomitsu encompasses an agonistic ideology. It lingers
in their work meanders through the multitude of channels in which they choose to practice; making, writing,
theorising, talking, presenting, activating and dancing. In
the boardroom they are utilising the structures available
to them (as in their wider practice), which jars with the
illusory nature of neoliberalism, responding to the rapid
and ungraspable changes in politics as they tailor their
resistance accordingly. Through installation and performance at the Association of British Insurers, the artists
practice in a concentrated neoliberal environment and
come into contact with the power relations they explore
and potentially critique. Ruptures; Between the City and
the Art World provides an open ended infrastructure for
artists to develop their ideas through practice, which will
be built on through workshops led by the participating
artists at the ICA and other possible future collaborations.
The exhibiting artists are working through hierarchies
and power relationships in the art world and beyond,
looking to expose dominant structures and emphasise complexities. In doing so, they are sensitive to the
micro-structures and grand narratives, use of language
and visual field of empire. They are exploring ways of
defusing ‘Othering’ processes by embracing multiple
selves, whilst being theoretically underpinned by the
‘gender-industrial complex’ and ‘necropolitics’ (the concept of some lives being valued more than others, based
on race, geography, sexuality and gender).
Political theorist Chantal Mouffe argues, “liberalism
cannot envisage the pluralistic nature of the social world
and the conflict that pluralism entails”1 rather, a myriad
of opinions is needed to be facilitated in the fostering
of agonistic spaces. She suggests that, as there are so
many differing opinions in politics, it is crucial to create
sites to allow for these conflicts. I propose that these
sites are not merely found in direct physical spaces, but
are in fact present in the fabric of these artists’ work
and further activities, resulting in an overall agonistic
practice. This move to reject simplifying information and
thus binary limitations ruptures, against the grain of the
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MOUFFE, Chantal (2013) Agnostics, Thinking the World Politically,
London: Verso

corporation. This feeds into queer theory as a way to
reimagine spaces and question the very nature of binary
categories.
According to Jen Harvie, writer of Fair Play: Art, Performance and Neoliberalism (2014), neoliberalism
“recognizes and prioritizes the individual’s right to seek
self-fulfilment and to do so in conditions unrestricted
by state-instituted regulations”2, flourishing on austerity, lack of clarity and transparency, so is difficult
to pin point and therefore critique. This causes artists
and activists to circumnavigate a political rhetoric that
often clashes with policy and extremely complex power
relations. Although artists should by no means shoulder the responsibility of fixing the world. Some artists
(such as those mentioned) provide a method for critical
conversations to happen in places like the boardroom
and create discussion that may be difficult in a place
that rarely fosters conversations about global biopolitics
(apart from perhaps quietly between colleagues).
Taking Achille Mbembe’s concept of ‘necropolitics’
(which was further developed by Jin Haritaworn, Adi
Kuntsman and Silvia Possocco in Queer Necropolitics
(2014) as a reference point. Necropolitics describes the
way in which some lives are valued more than others in
global politics in a similar way that Judith Butler describes some lives as ‘ungrievable’ in Frames of War
(2009). Among other things queer necropolitics explores the way in which sexuality is instrumentalised
by the neoliberal rhetoric in order to authenticate the
measures imposed by governments during the ‘war on
terror’, to ultimately simplify information in order to authenticate these actions. In their essay Killing Me Softly
with Your Rights (2012), Shakhsari uses the example
of the rhetoric of masculine glory around death of Mark
Bingham, who according to mainstream US media,
was one of the men who helped to crash the plane on
September 11th bound for the White House. It is further
argued that as a homosexual man, Bingham’s white
heteronormative form of queerness functioned as an
acceptable form, which could be instrumentalized, to
contrast the ‘civilised’ west with the ‘barbaric’ Muslim
world. This is underpinned by is the overall suggestion
that the global north is a place of freedom in contrast to
the underdeveloped global South.
In the context of the conference I hope that we can continue to discuss and look to how we can INFILTRATE THE
CRACKS IN THE SYSTEM. This is a framework facilitating
practice and conversation, which we hope to develop
through a series of events and exhibitions over time.
If you have an idea for a Ruptures event, please contact
rupturesinart@gmail.com
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CONFERENCE VENUE
Boardroom, 7th Floor
Association of British Insurers
51 Gresham Street,
London
EC2V 7HQ
REGISTRATION
7th Floor, Registration starts at 11.45am,
Please arrive on time to prevent any delays to the conference
Welcome Reception/Working Lunch/Evening Reception
Refreshments will be served in the main boardroom
Kindly Sponsored by:
Goldsmiths Annual Fund
A Private collector

“A nation that cares about art will be a better nation. In
the early 21st century it will be a more successful one”
Extract from Tony Blair’s speech at Tate Modern in 2007, from Harvie, 2013
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PARTNERS
Jesse Darling
Jesse Darling’s practice is concerned with the human condition
and how it is mediated through the
structures, narratives and technologies that govern lived experience.
Considering the social and physical
body as a site where architectural,
[bio]political and social structures
manifest and become transformed,
JD works across various media including sculpture, video, installation, and text.
Recent exhibitions include: NTGNE,
Serpentine Pavilion, London, 2015;
Jesse Darling (2015), image selected by the artist
The Shadow of the Dome of Pleasure, Artspace, New Zealand; Absolute Bearing, LD50 Gallery, London; Spirit Level (with Takeshi
Shiomitsu), AND/OR Gallery, London; Devotions, MOT Projects, London; They/Them, DREI, Cologne (all 2015); and Art After the Internet, MoMA, Warsaw (2014).

Maryam Monalisa Gharavi
Maryam Monalisa Gharavi is an artist, writer, and theorist. Her work - which makes use of film,
video, performance, drawing, photography, sound, and text - explores the interplay between aesthetic and political valences in the public domain. She holds a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature
and Film & Visual Studies at Harvard University and is currently completing an M.F.A. at Milton
Avery Graduate School of the Arts at Bard College.
In 2014-15 she was a postdoctoral Fulbright Fellow and Visiting Professor at Birzeit University.
She is author of the open text South/South and an editor at The New Inquiry. Forthcoming books
include The Distancing Effect (BlazeVOX), American Letters (Zer0), and a translation of Waly Salomão’s Algaravias: Echo Chamber (Ugly Duckling Presse). She is currently an artist-in-residence
at Delfina Foundation.

Maryam Monalisa Gharavi (2015)
Still from Dictionary of Military Terms (approx 6.00) multi-channel video and live performance
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JKNET
JKNET was conceived collaboratively by conceptual artists John Knight and Jarosław
Kozłowski. The initial idea has emerged
30 years ago, soon after the two artists
met at Documenta 7 in 1982. Both artists
have engaged with practices of networking and branding since the 1970s. But the
idea for a branded cultural production label was sparked by two of their artworks.
John Knight`s “JK” Logotype and Jarosław
Kozłowski`s “NET” Manifesto.

JKNET, Portrait, (2015)

Three decades of friendship, dialogue and
collaboration has brought John Knight and
Jarosław Kozłowski to assign a team of artist, designers and curators to produce JKNET,
which is working now as one artist-entity
producing artworks including image, sculpture, video, performance and installation.

Paul Maheke
His practice is grounded in emancipatory
and decolonial thought
with an emphasis on
cultural identities and
new subjectivities. His
current research focuses – through video,
installation, sculpture
and furtive interventions – on the body as
both an archive and a
territory, as a utopia to
be reimagined through
different strategies of
Paul Maheke (2014), Tropicalité, l’Île et l’Exote, (12:50): HD video
resistance. With particular attention to dance, he proposes to defuse the power relations that shape Western imaginations and to rearticulate the representations that emerge from them.
Over the past year Maheke has pursued this research initiating a series of public conversations,
at Open School East, entitled Beyond Beyoncé: Use It Like a Bumper!, which considered Hip-Hop
cultures through the lens of Queer and Black Feminist theory. Other selected group exhibitions
include; ODRADEK, Les Instants Chavirés, cur. Mikaela Assolent + Flora Katz, Montreuil, France
(2015); Re-former le monde visible, Le 116, cur. Marlène Rigler, Montreuil, France (2014);Videoakt, French Institute, Barcelona, Spain (2013); VIVA!, at Centre CLARK, Montreal, Quebec, (2012);
«Pratiques Furtives» : fragments d’une enquête, cur. Patrice Loubier, Skol art center, Montreal,
Quebec (2012).
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Raju Rage
Raju Rage is an interdisciplinary artist
who uses art and activism to forge creative survival. They
are interested in the
role of art in social
change, transformative healing justice
and in collectivity.
They are focused on
knowledge and creative production both
inside but mostly
Raju Rage(2015),Still from Trans-scapes,(15.00): HD video collage
outside of academia
and institutions, within pro/active creative and activist communities.
Their work interrogates the ways in which contemporary diasporan identities are constructed
and read/misread through history and memory, in/visibility and the affect of politics, space, symbolism, stereotypes, ethnic codes, ideology and gazes on the body. They use sculpture, collage
and ritual mediums and work in live art, performance and moving image, focusing on de-constructive techniques of resistance such as interruption, confusion, disturbance. They primarily
use their non-conforming body as a vehicle of assemblage and embodiment.
There is more at Stake Than Just 5 Metres of Cloth exhibition and Live installation GFEST: Asian
Future, Menier Gallery London (2015); Kink Culture Conflict, Performance and exhibition - Trans/
Forms - Hamilton House Bristol Nov (2015); Loot Test Installation, Art Language Location Cambridge (2015) - CREATIVE RESISTANCE AND EMPOWERMENT IN THE ART WORLD Vernetzt-Euch!(Startegies and Visions for a Discrimination Critical Art and Culture) Conference Berlin (2015);
Embodied Genealogies: Marginal histories, uncovered archives and their impact on Black queer
consciousness History from Elsewhere Symposium London Met Archives (2015) with Collective
Creativity Arts Collective.

Takeshi Shiomitsu
Takeshi Shiomitsu questions the ways power
and ideology affect our
intuitive
interactions
with the world, in particular through exposure
to images in a rapidly technologized and
networked life. From
this source, he creates
a slippery aesthetic,
opening, leading to and
suggesting
multiples
and contraries.

Takeshi Shiomitsu (2015), image selected by the artist: Installation

Takeshi
Shiomitsu
(b.1985, London) lives
and works in London. Recent solo exhibitions include Spirit Level (with Jesse Darling), AND/OR,
London (2015); WASH, Milcote House, London (2014); Every line ever spoken (with Sandra Vaka
Olsen), 68/Arcadia Missa, Copenhagen (2014) and You Are Beautiful, LimaZulu, London (2013).
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

11.45		
		

Registration and Welcome Drinks

Generously sponsored by private collector

12.30		
Introduction and House-keeping
		Compère Ashlee Conery
12.45		
Presentation by Partner JKNET
		John Knight and Jarosław Kozłowski present their elite private members organisation - join!
13.30		
Working Lunch around the Boardroom Table
		Generously sponsored by private collector and the Goldsmiths Annual Fund
14.00		
Maryam Monalisa Gharavi
		Dictionary of Military Terms (2015), multi-channel installation, (approx. 6.00):
		

video, & live performance

14.30		
Raju Rage
		Self-Scape/s: (2015-16) live-streamed (via internet) into the ‘conference’ (20.00)
15.15		
Jesse Darling
		NTGNE (commissioned for Serpentine Park Nights, 2015), (20.00): sound piece
16.00		
Artist Job Interviews
		Ashlee Conery will interview artists: Maryam Monalisa Gharavi, JKNET and Mike Bonnano of
		the Yes Men for an illusive position at the ABI.

17.00		

BREAK

17.30		
Screening: Coco Fusco
		Operation Atropos (2006), (59.00): HD Video
18.30		
VIP Closing Drinks
		Generously sponsored by Goldsmiths Annual Fund
20.00		

End
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INSTALLATION
Downstairs reception:

JKNET, #dm demo [Claudia Maté Cover], (2’22 loop): digital video

7th Floor Reception area:

Jesse Darling (2015) Lil Bitch, welded steel: various variable dimensions
Jesse Darling (2015) Service, welded steel: various variable dimensions
JKNET, #tfw flashback, (23’ loop): digital video
Paul Maheke & Marie Toseland (2015) I am retired fantasy, draft for a sex carpet, printed on canvas;
150x200cm
Raju Rage (2015), Trans-cape/s work in progress, (15.00): HD Video collage
JKNET (2015), Business Card, UK standard business card: 53 mm x 84 mm

Large Boardroom:

Jesse Darling, War Council 2 (2015) welded steel: various variable dimensions
Jesse Darling, War Council 3 (2015) welded steel: barbed wire, various variable dimensions
Takeshi Shiomitsu, Stream #3 (2015): digital video loop

Wall:

JKNET (2015), American Psycho, industrial vinyl: 135 x 320 cm
JKNET (2015), Exclusive Membership, industrial vinyl: 130 x 200 cm
JKNET (2015), Joker Calling Card, industrial vinyl: 130 x 200 cm

Small Boardroom:

Paul Maheke (2014), Tropicalité, l’Île et l’Exote, (12:50): HD video
Jesse Darling (2015) War Council 1, welded steel: various variable dimensions

Various locations 7th Floor:
Sculpture (8 pieces):
JKNET (2015), Concrete trophy series (#002 - #009), concrete with pigment:
20 cm x 48 cm

“unevenly advancing semiocapitalism wherever T-Mobile
plants its flag. It is involved in the mining of raw materials
and dual- core processors. It pollutes gentrifies and ravishes.
It seduces and consumes, then suddenly walks off. From the
deserts of Mongolia to the high plains of Peru, contemporary art is everywhere”
(Hito Steyerl, 2012) The Wretched of the Screen, Berlin: Sternburg Press
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PARTNER CONTRIBUTIONS
Text and lyrics to accompany Jesse Darling’s NTGNE
(commissioned for the Serpentine Park Nights):

“

Once upon a timeline, my best best beloved, and long but long before you were born,
two tall brothers lived in a great kingdom far away. Now, this kingdom was the greatest
kingdom ofthe north and nothing on earth shone so bright and wild as the walls and
the pavings of its citadels, for the bricks they were built with were milled from human
bones and stacked up as high as the heavens, held together with a mortar of milk and
blood. And as soon as now is now then, beloved, if you know of any walking body with
blood in their veins then you’ll know that a person machine is a vessel of hope incarnate, since hope juice is the great silliness and sin of all the person machines of the
whole in the world, so you can just imagine what a lot of that juice there was in the
souped-up kingdom built on the backs of all those bones.
This pale kingdom, best best beloved, was known and feared the holier world over,
because its wild white warriors were indefatigable, which means that they won up every
war. And how did they do that, beloved? Because, you see, they’d begun ‘em all to start
with, so you can be sure they would certainly win.
Now these two tall brothers lived in state, in the greatest of great cities in the whole
wide kingdom of hope. They were the twin sons of the emperor, who was so great and
powerful that he had no body of his own, just a vast and viscous corps with no visible
pore and it lit up everything in its reach with a wash of the whitest gold - as tidy and
tangible as television. And the two tall brothers were the emperor’s pride and joy. They
stood broad and straight and in stateliest state, and they shone in their finery. People
who had seen them in person even said they seemed to glow with the very light of the
sun. But nothing is too big to fall, not even in the kingdom of hope and dreams, and the
sons would stop their shining soon enough.
Oh but how the big times boomed in the kingdom of the north, how the white gold
flowed! And new wars were waged and won, and new worlds were caught and captured,
and it was just as though the kingdom had itself grown so great as to eclipse the hollow world around it, a planet of hope fourth in line to the sun.
And so it was that in one day, a glorious day much like this one but different, the two
brothers got to noticing, got to thinking, that all this juice and jettison would one day
fall to one or the other of them, though the emperor was still strong and powerful and
had shown no signs of fading out or undispersing. And they got to quarrelling between
them as to which of the two was the greater and more deserving, though since the
brothers were twins there wasn’t much difference between them. And the quarrel became a fight, and then they drew weapons, and they snuffed each other out.
Now, the emperor was dismayed and disgraced by the bad sign on his kingdom, and
though his sons were equal to him he vowed to make an example of one of them to
show the people that juice and jettison can’t just land up in anybody’s lap, die for it
or no. So that’s why, (ironically) best beloved, we mourn the fallen son buried in state
on this day but we may not mourn his brother; and meanwhile, all the citadels were
brought to ruins on the backs of the bones and marrow milk of the many-many.

”
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When I was just a carbon form
I asked the ether, what lies ahead?
First you’ll grow fingers
& then you’ll build arms
& then you’ll mine gold & lead

Que sera seignera
Whatever will be will bleed
To seek is to reach is to exceed
Que sera seignera!
When I was just a human being
I asked the Other, what should I try?
Should I take over
Should I run ground
or should I just wait to die?

Que seignera mourra
Whatever will bleed will die
To live is reprieve in short supply
Que seignera mourra
Que seignera mourra!
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Maryam Monalisa Gharavi, Stills from the Apparent Horizon Series,
“Austrian Eurofighter Typhoon (A-B)” & Piper PA-28R-201 Arrow (O-P)” 2014, text and pencil drawing
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II. SLAVERY, PROPERTY, AND FICTITIOUS CAPITAL

“The relationship between the abstract nature of property and the institution
of slavery has been explored by Ian Baucom in Specters of the Atlantic: Finance
Capital, Slavery and the Philosophy of History. The book is focused on the infamous Zong case, where the underwriters of an insurance corporation were engaged in a civil litigation dispute with the owners of slaves who claimed the proceeds of an insurance policy for the deaths of 132 slaves who were murdered by
the Zong’s Captain Collingwood en route to Jamaica. Four months after they had
left West Africa, the Captain made the decision to throw the slaves overboard to
their death; sixty slaves and ten crewmembers had already died on the voyage as
a result of disease and malnutrition. Rather than face further financial loss in the
form of dead slaves, Captain Collingwood decided that if he were forced by necessity to jettison the slaves, their owners could collect the insurance proceeds.
Although there was no necessity at the point at which he ordered his crew to
throw the slaves overboard, he instructed them to tell anyone who asked them,
that they were running short of water. Of the 132 slaves that were killed, ten of
them resisted the absolute power of the slaveholders by leaping to their own
deaths. The case resulted in a dispute over the insurance contract, and centered
on whether the actions of the Captain were necessary or not. Despite evidence
at the trial that there was in fact no water shortage, the court found for the slave
owners. On appeal, Lord Mansfield ordered a new trial on the question of whether
the fact of necessity had been established. The emergence of finance capital
in the eighteenth century, which becomes intensified in the twentieth century,
relies on particular structures of knowledge. Drawing on the work of J. G. A. Pocock and Giovanni Arrighi, Baucom makes a persuasive and powerful argument
that the “central epistemological drama of the long eighteenth century” was a
result of the contestation between old, real, and tangible forms of property and
the “imaginary value of stocks, bonds, bills-ofexchange, and insured property of
all kinds”. As the latter transcended the former in economical significance, “the
concepts of what was knowable, credible, valuable, and real were themselves
transformed”. Following Pocock, and also Walter Benjamin’s philosophy of history that reconfigures the interrelatedness of aesthetic form, the logic of capital, and a critique of historicism, Baucom analyzes the insurance contract as an
exemplary instance of new forms of knowledge. Central to burgeoning circuits
of finance capital were credit and debt, and new epistemological structures required above all faith in the imaginary values promised by ocean-crossing billsof-exchange, promissory notes, and other financial instruments that made the
slave trade possible”.

An except from “Property, Law, and Race: modes of abstraction” Brenna Bhandar
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Extracts from Neomaterialism (2013) Joshua Simon, Steinberg Press
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Raju Rage, Still from Transcape/s, work in progress, (15.00): HD video collage

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO:
Jesse Darling, Maryam Monalisa Gharavi, JKNET,
Paul Maheke and Takeshi Shiomitsu.
The Arts Council England, An illusive private collector,
The Goldsmiths Annual Fund, Delfina Foundation,
Association of British Insurers, Green Ray.
Gabriella Acha, Nathalie Boobis, Rachael Baggett,
Brenna Banner, Catherine Burtle (for our critical converations in Directorate Support), Ashlee Conery,
Jo Goble, Jen Harvie, Tamar Hemmes, James Jessop,
Adi Kuntsman, Rachel Marcuzzi , Silvia Possocco,
Robert Prouse, Bethan Orkisz, Glenis Orkisz,
Jane Scarth, Malthe Stigaard, Margreta Stolen,
Marie Toseland, Igor Vamos (aka. Mike Bonanno),
Roberto Winter.
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